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Modern X86 Assembly Language Programming: 32-bit, 64-bit, SSE, and AVXApress, 2014

	Modern X86 Assembly Language Programming shows the fundamentals of x86 assembly language programming. It focuses on the aspects of the x86 instruction set that are most relevant to application software development. The book's structure and sample code are designed to help the reader quickly understand x86...
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SAS 9.1.3 Management Console User's GuideSAS Institute, 2006
SAS Management Console is a Java application that provides a single point of control for managing resources that are used throughout the Intelligence Value Chain. Rather than using a separate administrative interface for each application in your computing environment, you can use SAS Management Console’s single interface to perform the...
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How to Feed Friends and Influence People: The Carnegie Deli...A Giant Sandwich, a Little Deli, a Huge SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
the show--and the deli--must go on 
In the early morning hours of February 7th, the Carnegie Deli experienced its most unusual takeout order: armed robbers wanted the cash. 
The deli always stayed open until 4 a.m. and then re-opened its doors at 6 a.m. The seven robbers must have canvassed the place or received an inside tip about the...
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Formal Verification of Floating-Point Hardware DesignSpringer, 2018

	
		This is the first book to focus on the problem of ensuring the correctness of floating-point hardware designs through mathematical methods.  Formal Verification of Floating-Point Hardware Design advances a verification methodology based on a unified theory of register-transfer logic and floating-point arithmetic that has...
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ITIL Continual Service Improvement 2011 Edition (Best Management Practices)Stationery Office, 2011

	The ITIL 2011 Editions have been updated for clarity, consistency, correctness and completeness. Alongside the delivery of consistent, repeatable process activities as part of service quality, ITIL has always emphasized the importance of continual service improvement. Focusing on the process elements involved in identifying and introducing...
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Adobe Illustrator CS6 on Demand (2nd Edition)Que, 2012


	Welcome to Adobe Illustrator CS6 on Demand, a visual quick

	reference book that shows you how to work efficiently with

	Illustrator. This book provides complete coverage of basic to

	advanced Illustrator skills.

	Need answers quickly? Adobe Illustrator CS6 on Demand provides those answers in a visual step-by-step format....
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Using Kindle Fire HDApress, 2014

	Learn how to use your Kindle Fire with ease and no jargon. Clear, concise, short and to the point... Using Kindle Fire HD, is the essential guide to getting around Amazon’s tablet/e-book reader. This book explores setting up your new Kindle and registering; navigating around the interface and what all the buttons, lists and icons are...
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eBay For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	The leading guide for eBay buyers and sellers, updated to give you all the essentials for buying and selling on eBay


	More than 112 million people regularly use eBay. To find the best deals and make the best profits, you need the guidance in this book from eBay expert Marsha Collier! With more than half a million copies...
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ITU Handbook on Satellite CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
An essential overview of satellite communications from the organization that sets the international standards
Since their introduction in the mid-1960s, satellite communications have grown from a futuristic experiment into an integral part of today’s "wired world." Satellite communications are at the core of a global,...
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The Designer's Guide to VHDL, Volume 3, Third Edition (Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
VHDL may sound like a new Internet language, but it really  stands for VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit) Hardware Definition  Language. VHDL borrows ideas from software engineering (architectural,  behavior, and formal models, as well as modular design) and is used to  design today's custom integrated circuits, from cell phones to...
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Using Galaxy Tab: An Android TabletApress, 2014

	Learn to use your Galaxy Tab with ease, no jargon. Clear, concise, short and to the point... Using Galaxy Tab is the essential guide to getting around Samsung's flagship and best selling Android-based tablet and e-book reader. This book explores setting up your new Tab and registering; navigating around the interface and what all...
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Building Django 2.0 Web Applications: Create enterprise-grade, scalable Python web applications easily with Django 2.0Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Go from the initial idea to a production-deployed web app using Django 2.0.

	
		Key Features

		
			A beginners guide to learning python's most popular framework, Django
	
			Build fully featured web projects in Django 2.0 through examples.
	
			Deploy web applications in...
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